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5 social media channels
4 industry-leading magazines
3 online and email channels
2 decades of experience
1 trusted media solution

Connecting building
specifiers with suppliers

Innovative
Informative
industry
news and
trends

Top quality magazines and online
channels for the UK’s top building
specifiers and designers.
L2 Media provides top-quality publishing and marketing
services for building industry suppliers across multiple
platforms, including printed and online magazines,
direct email, e-newsletters, targeted online publications,
and highly effective social media and networking
opportunities. Our focus is to engage architects and
other important building specifiers and influencers
throughout the industry, informing the reader and
promoting the manufacturer and supplier effectively
to help increase its clients’ sales.
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5

reasons to choose
L2 Media

Innovative
Informative
industry
news and
trends

We know the market

We have a quality, loyal readership

L2 Media has been publishing high quality
magazines for the building specification
market for two decades. Our editorially and
commercially focused team is experienced
in balancing the provision of engaging
content for readers with attractive, costeffective channels for industry suppliers
to effectively market their products and
services. We work closely with industry
suppliers to understand their goals and
deliver the best return on investment.

Our magazines and online channels have a stable reader database
of architects and many other professionals involved in the specification
process. We rarely receive requests for unsubscribes, because we
focus on quality rather than quantity.

We know the value of
good design
In a market where design quality is often
the main factor in a project, we mirror the
passion of our readers by ensuring our
magazines, emails and online channels
have a strong visual appeal and are easy
on the eye. This means our publications
present products and services in the best
light, with the right impression, in a format
that readers enjoy reading.
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We have the right mix of offline and online
The printed magazine will always have a valuable place in the media
spectrum, but our readers are increasingly choosing to receive their
news via email, on websites and through social media. That’s why we
utilise all stories and articles across the different platforms, ensuring
that we’ll connect suppliers with readers whatever their media
preference.

We provide solutions to meet every budget
We understand how it is often necessary to spread a limited budget
across multiple marketing channels, with pressures from different
departments making your marketing decisions ever more challenging.
Fortunately, our clients know that we have a solution for every
budget, no matter how small. Our guaranteed editorial inclusion starts
at less than £100+VAT, delivering a presence for your brand, product
or service at very low cost.
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Our
readership

Our magazines and online channels
target the following core professionals
in the UK and Irish building specification
market:
Architects
Architectural technicians
Architectural technologists
Building surveyors
Building consultants
Interior designers
Building contractors
Façade and building envelope specialists
Developers
Public sector specifiers

With our high quality subscriber base,
our clients can expect to reach readers
in a wide range of organisations
including:
Capita
Foster & Partners
Zaha Hadid
AHMM
Buro Happold
Broadway Malyan
WYG

Circulation

50,000+

Print subscribers

Engage with over 50,000 building specifiers across multiple channels print, email, website and all the main social media platforms – to give
your brand extensive reach amongst the industry’s most important
decision-makers and influencers.

40,000+
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7,000 per magazine
Email database
Social media followers

5,000+
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Building Innovations

The Essential Building Product Review

Designed and produced for architects working in private
practice, Building Innovations regularly focuses on the
main building product grouping areas relevant to the
architect. With a regular round-up of new products,
interesting and prestigious case histories, mixed with
larger, dynamic, pictorial and opinion-based editorial
features, Building Innovations has become a popular
choice with many of the UK’s most influential building
specifiers and designers. With 15 years in the market
and going from strength to strength, there is no better
publication for keeping track on the latest innovations
to influence future building design.

Targeting a wide range of influential building specifiers,
contractors and building managers across the private
and public sectors, The Essential Building Product
Review’s editorial approach incorporates strong
visuals and bold design. A blend of concise, easilyread editorial articles and longer, informative,
stylishly-presented articles, The Review is always
attractive, informative and very readable. The breadth
of its editorial and readership ensures relevance and
interest across the different building disciplines and
spans everyone in the project team.
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Our
magazines continued

AT:B Architectural Technologists Book

Go!Public

The Architectural Technologists Book (at:b)
is designed and published for Architectural
Technologists and comprises a mixture of
practice news, practice design and concept
stories, technical and ‘viewpoint’ articles,
together with information about new product
developments and case histories. With a clean,
fresh design, at:b blends technical detail with
visual appeal to ensure every issue is
uncompromisingly engaging for readers.

Designed to showcase the latest developments in
public sector design and construction, Go!Public
is a refreshingly-designed and produced magazine
that focuses on modern building design and
specification in this market sector. Strongly
designed and individual in style, Go!Public
provides a mix of the latest concepts in building
design, interspersed with views from manufacturers
active in this sector, together with examples of
case histories and product development news.
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Editorial

To submit your press releases, article ideas or to find out more about any of our
editorial opportunities, please email editor@L2Media.uk or call 01785 711 591.
News and Press Releases

Thought-leadership articles

All our magazines and online channels feature news
and company announcements in an easy to digest
form. This ensures every new issue provides a highly
informative and authoritative resource for building
specifiers.

There is no better way to convey your view on an
industry issue or topic than with a thought-leadership
article in one of our magazines and on our website.
We’ll give you a superb platform to articulate your
perspective and drive traffic to read your article
through our social media platforms.

Please note: whilst we endeavour to publish as much
news as we can free of charge, a small publishing fee
often applies for coverage.

Feature articles
Complementing our news content are extended
feature articles providing deeper insights into a project,
a new product or an industry issue. We are happy to
consider ideas and topics for inclusion, written by
you or our technical editors.
To submit an idea for an article – or a completed
article that you have written – please email
editor@L2Media.uk.
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To submit an idea for a thought-leadership
article – or a completed article that you have
written – please email editor@L2Media.uk.

Special features
One excellent format for building your brand or raising
awareness of what your business does, is via a special
feature article. Working in conjunction with our
technical editors, we provide the opportunity to feature
your company over a page, double page spread or
even a four page extended feature. This is extremely
cost-effective starting from just £249+VAT, with no
outlandish demands for your suppliers to advertise
alongside – just an article to promote what you do.
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Editorial continued

Brickwork
Brickwork is a new online publishing package from L2 Media that promotes your company, your products, news
and projects utilising a multi-faceted approach. This combines social media with an online magazine & blog, together
with image-driven web content plus email marketing, designed not only for immediate impact, but also retention
and reference, with targeted readers and followers, available to the whole world to view.
Brickwork Online is published as a magazine/blog hybrid
which provides instant presence and a facility to store
your company news to create a great source of reference
material. Email announcements to our 30,000 strong building
specifier audience alert the readership to the updated
monthly issue on a regular basis, together with related
tweets to our follower base to encourage viewing. Currently
utilising L2 Media’s Twitter followers – numbering almost
4,500 – coupled with Brickwork’s new and expanding
follower base, our followers are alerted to the latest news
about Brickwork Online, as well as being treated to your
news as an individual tweet.

Completing the package is Brickwork’s new and
evolving Pinterest site, which encourages followers
and viewers to visit, browse, return and follow us by
broadening the scope of its content to suit the
Pinterest medium and – although promoting
products and projects that have appeared in
Brickwork Online – also features architectural
styles and building types, together with interesting
photography (covering everything from Bauhaus to
Byzantine to Bus Shelters) to hold the attention
of its readers and followers and to give you
maximum exposure.

Online magazine + email promotion + Twitter + Pinterest = the Brickwork package.
Really, it’s not just about bricks!

See Brickwork for yourself at www.brickworkonline.com
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Product Insight and Project Insight

Solus promotional emails

New products or developments are showcased in
Product Insight. This is an online archive of press releases
that are hosted for 12 months, and we promote this
content to our subscriber base through emails and social
media.

With our solus promotional emails, we will send your
complete press release or product announcement in
an HTML format to our subscriber base. This will
give you a direct route, exclusively for your benefit,
to over 40,000 building specifiers and influencers.
The cost for this is low, starting at just £249+VAT
per issue.

For case studies and successful projects, we offer
Project Insight. This is the same format as Product Insight
but for examples of how products have been applied.
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Our features are designed to give clients the opportunity to target their promotion with
relevance, whilst giving the scope for inclusion throughout the year.
We publish content on any topic that is of interest
to specifiers - including:

Roofing and cladding
Doors, windows and glazing
Walls and floors
Structures
Lighting
HVAC
Plumbing and drainage
Energy efficiency
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We do our best to accommodate the most
relevant and highest quality editorial, but
opportunities are limited and space is
very competitive. On occasions when we
are unable to commission your editorial,
it is always worth considering our
paid-for options to guarantee your article
is published.
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Advertising

Our strong editorial content is matched by selective display ads which complement
our good design ethos.
Magazine options

Mechanical data

The four magazines published by L2 Media offer
the following ad sizes:

Please supply ad artwork to the following
sizes:

Double page spread

£420+VAT

Building innovations

Back cover

£349+VAT

Full page

£275+VAT

225mm (w) x 300mm (h) with 5mm bleed if needed.
Margin for text 12mm.

Half page

£189+VAT

Quarter page

£125+VAT

The Essential Building Product Review
225mm (w) x 300mm (h) with 5mm bleed if needed.
Margin for text 12mm.

Go Public
225mm (w) x 300mm (h) with 5mm bleed if needed.
Margin for text 12mm.

Files
Please supply a press quality PDF with all images
CMYK at 300dpi and fonts embedded.

The Architectural Technologists Book
225mm (w) x 300mm (h) with 5mm bleed if needed.
Margin for text 12mm.
Please contact us for other ad sizes.
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2019
Publishing Schedule

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Dec

Nov

Essential Building Product Review
Architectural Technologists Book (at:b)
Go!Public
Building Innovations
Our magazines are published at the end of the month for distribution within the first week of the month that follows.

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Editorial
deadlines

18.1.19

20.2.19

20.3.19

18.4.19

17.5.19

18.6.19

19.7.19

19.8.19

18.9.19

18.10.19

18.11.19

18.12.19

Advertising
booking
deadlines

11.1.19

13.2.19

13.3.19

11.4.19

10.5.19

12.6.19

12.7.19

12.8.19

12.9.19

11.10.19

11.11.19

11.12.19

Advertising
copy
deadlines

18.1.19

20.2.19

20.3.19

18.4.19

17.5.19

18.6.19

19.7.19

19.8.19

18.9.19

18.10.19

18.11.19

18.12.19

Please note: some flexibility is often possible on these deadlines so please call if you wish to book but you may need
a little extension for the copy to be sent.
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L2 Media Ltd, Kingfishers Retreat, The Lodges
Dunston Business Village, Stafford Road, Dunston
Staffordshire ST18 9AB UK
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